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ought not to increase ", and a tariff war paved the way for
the second Hundred Years' War. In addition the belief
that French imports exceeded English exports set the stage
for a concrete application of the Theory of the Balance of
Trade, and it inaugurated what came to be looked upon as
' a remarkable era of English commerce '. The world was
afforded the classic spectacle of protective tariffs carried to
the point where they resulted in the almost complete eclipse
of normal commercial relations between the two leading
countries of Europe. The famous Act of 1678, one of the
landmarks in the history of Mercantilism, excluded the
principal French products; and during most of the eight-
eenth century Anglo-French trade was mainly in the
hands of smugglers. To this impasse futile economic
jealousies and the logic of protection inexorably led. Inter-
course with Germany was acutely affected by the controversy
over the Hanseatic League, which had been deprived of its
privileged position in England by Queen Elizabeth. The
League retaliated with efforts to drive the English merchants
from German soil. After half a century a conflict which had
baffled Elizabethan statesmanship was settled under James I.,
and the commerce between England and Germany entered
upon a long period of tranquillity. England's connexions
with Russia and Turkey were largely controlled, as in India,
by a trading company and not directly by the English
Government; while the chief issue touching Scandinavia
centred around the continuous advance in the tolls levied
on ships passing through the Sound.
The	The unique prestige accorded to the merchants engaged
ww-cfcwtf in oversea trade reflects the exceptional appreciation in which
this class of entrepreneurs was held. The public esteem was
traditional, for in Anglo-Saxon times the merchant who
thrice fared over the seas by his own means was rewarded
with the rank of nobility. He was eulogized as the ' master
workman ' and ' the steward of the kingdom's stock ' ; and
it was declared that " all other callings received their vigour,
life, strength and increase from the merchant", to whose
hazardous as well as prudent undertakings " this nation
chiefly owes all its wealth and glory ". It is significant that

